[Segmentation Method of Colour White Blood Cell Image Based on HSI Modified Space Information Fusion].
This paper presents a kind of automatic segmentation method for white blood cell based on HSI corrected space information fusion.Firstly,the original cell image is transformed to HSI colour space conversion.Because the transformation formulas of H component piecewise function was discontinuous,the uniformity of uniform visual cytoplasm area in the original image was lead to become lower in this channel.We then modified formulas,and then fetched information of nucleus,cytoplasm,red blood cells and background region according to distribution characteristics of the H,S and I-channel,using the theory and method of information fusion to build fusion imageⅠand fusion imageⅡ,which only contained cytoplasm and a small amount of interference,and fetched nucleus and cytoplasm respectively.Finally,we marked the nucleus and cytoplasm region and obtained the final result of segmentation.The simulation results showed that the new algorithm of image segmentation for white blood cell had high accuracy,robustness and universality.